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Abstract 
The estimation of demographic parameters in wild populations is strengthened by individual identification. 

For amphibians, various techniques are used to either temporarily or permanently mark individuals for 

identification. Photo-identification of body patterns offers a non-invasive technique. However, the reliability 

of photo-recognition software is key to the reliable estimation of the true demographic parameters. In the 

current study, we assessed the effectiveness of fully-automated and semi-automated software: Wild-ID and 

APHIS. We used the cryptic salamander Hydromantes strinatii as our study species. We used the False 

Rejection Rate (FRR) of Top 1, Top 5 and Top 10 matches of chest and cloaca pictures. Finally, we assessed 

the bias induced by our FRR for the estimation of population size through simulation. Wild-ID FRRs ranged 

from 0.042 to 0.093 while APHIS’ ranged from 0.227 to 0.547. Wild-ID was equally efficient with pictures from 

the chest and from the cloaca, while APHIS was significantly more efficient with chest pictures than cloaca 

pictures. Cropping pictures did not significantly improve Wild-ID effectiveness. Our Wild-ID FRRs are among 

the lowest ever obtained from pictures of an amphibian with a complex chromatophore pattern. Simulation 

showed that the Top 10 FRR from selected software Wild-ID induced a low bias 2.7% on the estimation of 

population size. The effectiveness and plasticity of Wild-ID provides opportunities for reliably monitoring 

amphibian species with complex colour patterns 

.IntroductIon 
The assessment of demographic parameters using standardised methods is a key part of conservation biology, 

especially to understand population trends and make reliable predictions about their viability (Griffiths et al., 2015). 

Capture – mark – recapture models (CMR) that estimate population size, survival and detectability are useful tools 

for obtaining data for conservation (McCrea & Morgan, 2014). This method requires that individual marks are 

perennial in order to allow individual recognition over time (Chao, 1989; Nichols, 1992). For amphibians, marking 

techniques can be either invasive or non-invasive. For some species, evident and consistent colour patterns such as 

spots or stripes can be used as natural marks for individual recognition (Arntzen et al., 2004; Wengert & Gabrial, 

2006; Ferner, 2010). Although visual matching can be an efficient method for monitoring a small population over a 

limited time, this technique becomes tedious and time-consuming (and thus sensitive to mistakes) when used to 

monitor large populations over several years (Morrison et al., 2011; Cruickshank & Schmidt, 2017). 

The development of algorithms for pattern recognition allows pattern mapping, and therefore pattern matching, to 

be automated (Sacchi et al., 2016). However, two types of error are likely to induce a bias in the assessment of 

demographic parameters (Yoshizaki et al., 2009; Morrison et al., 2011). The first, namely False Acceptance (FA), 

consists of assigning the same identification to two different individuals. The second, False Rejection (FR), consists of 

the failure of software to match two pictures of the same individual (Jain, 2007). The rates at which these two types 

of error occur (respectively FAR and FRR) can be used to assess software effectiveness, the latter being more 

commonly used (Bolger et al., 2012). 
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There are three types of software that can be distinguished: (1) software, such as I3S series (Van Tienhoven et al., 

2007) and AmphIdent (Matthé et al., 2008), that require laborious and time consuming pre- processing treatment, 

which consists of tracing (i.e. with the computer’s mouse) the pattern outlines on each picture, (2) software not 

requiring any pre-processing of pictures (except the recommended cropping of pictures), and consequently time-

saving, such as Wild-ID (Bolger et al., 2012) and Hotspotter (Crall et al., 2013), and (3) intermediate software, such as 

APHIS (Moya et al., 2015), which has been recently developed especially for herpetofauna, i.e., with a reduced pre-

processing approach consisting of identifying two landmarks on each picture that the software can use as reference 

points (e.g. the base of left and right hind legs). Type 1 software is only used for species with gross body patterns 

(e.g. Triturus carnifex, Paramesotriton hongkongensis) because patterns need to be characterised easily (Fu et al., 

2013; Sannolo et al., 2016). Type 2 requires a good quality of individual pictures, otherwise the accuracy of 

recognition may not be reliable (Morrison et al., 2016). While there is most probably a continuum rather than a true 

dichotomy in the specific pattern complexity, the user-friendly software Wild-ID is generally used for the 

identification of amphibians showing large and/or contrasted spots (e.g. Caorsi et al., 2012; Elgue et al., 2014; 

Morrison et al., 2016; Romiti et al., 2016), but has been assessed only once with a complex colour (i.e. fine spotted) 

pattern, using a neotenic salamander (Bendik et al., 2013).  Also, the lowest FRRs were obtained using pictures taken 

with a “digital single-lens reflex” camera (DSLR) and in highly standardised conditions (e.g. cropped pictures, 

laboratory conditions) (Mettouris et al., 2016). Since APHIS benefits from two reference spots indicated by hand, it 

theoretically allows for a lower standardisation level compared to fully automated software and could be a useful 

compromise between type 1 and 2 software in terms of time and handling needed to process the pictures. Yet to 

date, APHIS has rarely been used for amphibian monitoring (but see Romano et al., 2017, 2018 with Salamandrina 

perspicillata). 

In this study, we used Wild-ID and APHIS to identify the French cave salamanders Hydromantes strinatii. This species 

bears a complex chromatophore network resulting in a stippled colour pattern and thus provides a useful study 

species for testing software effectiveness and reliability. To assess software effectiveness (i.e. the FRR values) and 

the reliability of the entire photographic identification process (i.e. the FRR variability), we took pictures in field 

conditions with a “point and shoot” camera; in other words, we rejected the option of using a heavy-handling set-up 

in the field. We considered two different regions of the salamander body (the chest and the cloaca) to identify 

differences in FRR between body sites. We first compared the respective FRR and, secondly, we assessed the effect 

of the lowest FRR on the estimation of population size, as demographic parameters are the ultimate goals of CMR. 

This allowed us to determine whether the best combination of software and body region lead to acceptable errors in 

this estimation. 

MaterIals and Methods 

Study species  

Hydromantes strinatii is a salamandrid endemic to south-eastern France (Alpes-Maritimes and Alpes-de-Haute- 

Provence departments) and north-western Italy (Ligure region). It has a complex chromatophore pattern with a 

discrete phenotypic variability in its design and thus, it is a good model for the assessment of non-invasive 

identification methods, such as photo-identification, used to compute the demographic parameters needed for 

population viability analyses (Fig. 1). Further, it is important to study this species because it has been evaluated as 

“Near Threatened” and is therefore of conservation interest (Temple & Cox, 2009; Renet & Delauge, 2012). Its snout-

vent length does not exceed ca. 75-80 mm, while maximal total length is 123 mm (Lanza et al., 1995). Individuals shy 

away from daylight in natural and artificial cavities. During the night, they come out and can be found in epigeous 

rocky habitats. 

Population sampling and individual marking 

During April 2015, we sampled a population in an epigeic habitat south of Roquebillière city (43°59’50.05’’N, 

7°18’41.57’’E, Alpes-Maritimes department). We searched for individuals on six occasions with an equal sampling 
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effort along a 94 m section of retaining walls, during the maximal activity period of the species, i.e., during nights 

with relative humidity ranging from 70 % to 100 % and temperature ranging from 5 °C to 15 °C (Lanza et al., 2006). 

As we repeatedly sampled the same section of wall, some individuals were captured on more than one sampling 

occasion (i.e. recaptured). Pattern resolution (i.e. scale) is likely to vary with body size and hence with individual 

growth. In order to avoid this potential bias, we captured adults only and avoided juveniles. Each individual was 

stored in a 5×10×10 cm box, with holes so that it could breathe, until it could be photographed. At the end of each 

sampling session, the animals were moved to the nearby photography setup. This consisted of a box lined on the 

bottom with polypropylene foam and equipped with a swinging glass plate. The animals were placed one by one 

upside down on the foam and held in place with the glass plate so that their ventral surface was flattened against 

the glass. For each individual, we took 4-5 pictures of the chest and 4-5 of the cloaca (Fig. 1). They were released 

immediately after photography at the exact location of capture, which was marked on each storage box. 

Manipulation of each individual did not exceed 5 minutes and total storage duration did not exceed 2 hours. 

Permission for this programme was issued by order of the Prefet [2015-227], according to French law. 

Pictures were taken with a TG-3 Olympus© digital camera “point and shoot” (sensor: BSI CMOS 16 Mpx; zoom: 4 × 

25-100mm f/2-4.9). We used the camera under the automatic “super-macro” mode with an additional LED LG-1 ring, 

which allowed the pictures to be taken 1 cm from the individuals. Pictures were taken with a 3456 × 4608 px 

resolution. No further processing was done, not even cropping; however, we also assessed whether cropping 

improved Wild-ID effectiveness (see below). 

For each combination of sampling occasion x individual × body region, we selected the best picture among the 4-5 

we had taken, thereby obtaining n1 = 314 pictures for each body region. We then allocated each pair of chest and 

cloaca pictures, among which some were capture pictures and others were recapture pictures, to an individual 

animal by visual matching, which we assume to be 100 % effective in discriminating each individual (i.e. FRR = 0). 

Indeed, the 314 pairs of chest and cloaca pictures were examined by two naive and independent observers who both 

recognised the same 253 individuals. There were 314 – 253 = 61 recaptures of 52 individuals; 61 – 52 = 9 and 52 – 

(61 – 52) = 43 individuals were, respectively, recaptured twice and once, and therefore photographed at three and 

two occasions; 314 – (43 × 2 + 9 × 3) = 201 individuals were captured and photographed once. We accordingly 

attributed an identification number (Id) to each of the 52 recaptured individuals. 
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Figure 1. Variability of the complex chromatophore pattern of the French cave salamander Hydromantes strinatii, photographed at the two 

body regions considered in this study: chest (b) and cloaca (c). Picture b1 and b2 concern an individual during capture and recapture, 

respectively, the latter being identified as the first rank matching picture by Wild-ID during the five replicates despite minimal-standardisation 

conditions (see impurities and air bubbles indicated by circles). Black arrows indicate the armpit (b1) and the groin (c1) which we used as 

reference spots required by APHIS ITM approach. Red lines indicate the frame (1700 × 4608 px) used during the cropping test. 

Software characteristics and effectiveness assessment  

APHIS (ver. 1.0; Moya et al., 2015) is available for free from https://imedea.uib-csic.es/bc/gep/docs/aphis/ 

APHISPROGRAM/program/. It offers two individual matching processes: the Spots Pattern Matching (SPM) and the 

Image Template Matching (ITM). The former is based on I3S algorithm (Van Tienhoven et al., 2007) while the latter is 

based on algorithms developed by OpenCV (Open source Computer Vision). In this study, we used the ITM process, 

which requires the definition of two landmarks on the body of each individual; we used the armpit and the vent for 

the chest and the cloaca regions respectively (Fig. 1: arrows). From there, the software creates a rectangle divided 

into six areas, which are analysed independently (Moya et al., 2015). 

Wild-ID (ver. 1.0.1; Bolger et al., 2012) is available for free from http://software.dartmouth.edu/Macintosh/ 

Academic/Wild-ID_1.0.0.zip. It uses the SIFT algorithm (Scale Invariant Feature Transform; Lowe, 2004) to extract the 

body pattern, and then compares the geometric arrangement of the SIFT features for each couple of pictures (i.e. 

matches) without pre-processing. 

APHIS and Wild-ID offer, respectively, 100 and 20 “top-ranked” matches following a decreasing calculated score 

provided by their algorithms (i.e. the picture proposed at the 1st rank is that from the dataset showing the highest 

score with the submitted picture). One has to then search visually for the correct individual among the software 

proposals. 

We assessed effectiveness of each software for each body region. For this, we determined, for each of the 61 

recaptures, the rank at which the software proposed the correct picture (i.e. the 100 % true matched picture, 

identified from the visual assessment) among the top-ranked matches. Hence, we were able to state whether the 

software programme failed to rank each of the 61 recapture pictures within the Top 1, 5 or 10 matches; in other 
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words, failed to correctly identify the 313 pictures of both 1st captures and recaptures. This means that the size of 

the dataset each new recapture picture is compared to increases for each subsequent picture. When assessing the 

FRR according to this method, i.e. by comparing one picture only to other pictures that had been processed so far 

rather than against all other existing pictures (all capture and recapture picture), the false rejection assignation, and 

therefore the FRR, may be strongly affected by the order of processing of the pictures. To take this potential bias 

into account, we decided to assess the software reliability, i.e. the variability of the FRR by repeating the process five 

times (i.e. five replicates). For each replicate the recapture pictures were processed in a different random order. 

Each of the three Top rank datasets therefore contained 1220 data points (5 replicates × 2 softwares × 2 body 

regions × 61 recapture pictures). 

Wild-ID manual recommends to crop pictures so as to remove the background as much as possible, however, this 

can be a time consuming and laborious process. Thus, we assessed whether cropping was require to improve 

effectiveness. For this, we cropped cloaca pictures using a 1700 × 4608 px frame (Fig.1). We then randomly selected 

30 recapture pictures and compared each of these to a database composed by the 253 + 60 = 313 pictures of both 

1st captures and recaptures; for each comparison, the database was therefore renewed and slightly different from 

the previous (i.e. by one picture out of 313). This was done with the cropped pictures and with the original pictures, 

using the same 30 randomly selected individuals. 

Statistical analysis 

Failures, i.e. false rejections, were coded as 1 and successes coded as 0 in a new data frame, with software, body 

region and replicate as co-variables. We used generalised linear mixed models to test differences of FRR (dependent 

variable) between software and between body regions (explanatory variables, i.e. fixed factors). Mixed models were 

used to account for (1) the pseudo- replication induced by the fact that some individuals were recaptured and 

photographed more than once (Hurlbert, 1984) and (2) the replication scheme of the FRR computing. “Id” and 

“Replicate” were thus included as random factors. To assess whether FRR was influenced by the software and/or 

body region, we used each Top rank match and analysed the datasets using a binomial error using the following 

function:  

 

where Soft is the software, Reg is the body region and Soft*Reg is their interaction, Id is this individual and Repl is 

the replicate. Contrast analyses were performed in order to assess whether the differences between the best 

combination of software and body region was significantly different from other combinations or not. To assess the 

variability of the FRR regarding the order in which recapture pictures were processed in, we computed the FRR for 

each replicate independently using the following function:  

 

where i is the replicate number. We then computed the standard deviation (SD) of the 5 FRR we obtained. Results 

are given as FRR estimated by the models together with their 95 % CI. Significance of fixed factors is given by a range 

of corresponding estimates ± standard error which does not overlap zero (i.e. meaning a null effect of the fixed 

factor). All analyses described above were performed in R 3.4.4 (R Core Team, 2018) using packages ‘lme4’ (Bates et 

al., 2014), ‘lmerTest’ (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) and ‘effects’ (Fox et al., 2016). 

To assess the bias on the estimation of population size induced by the best software and body region FRRs obtained 

for each of the Top 1 and 10 matches, 1000 CMR datasets were simulated to which we applied the FRRs obtained 

from the generalised linear mixed model. The datasets were created assuming a population of 600 individuals, six 

occasions of sampling with a mean capture probability of 0.1 varying randomly for each sampling occasion. Those 
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assumptions were based on the results of Mt standard closed capture model (Otis et al., 1978) applied to the real 

dataset with a time effect on detection probability and run in a Bayesian framework (population size = 543 ± 44 SD; 

mean detection probability = 0.098 ± 0.050 SD). The same Mt closed capture model was then applied to the 1000 

simulated datasets with respectively no FRR, Top10 and Top1 FRRs. MCMC was applied using JAGS (Plummer, 2003) 

via the package R2jags (Su & Yajima, 2012) in R (R Core Team, 2018). We used a burn-in of 500 iterations, three 

chains, a thinning rate of two and 2000 iterations for each posterior distribution. Convergence was reached and 

mixing of the chains was good. 

Results 

Fixed effects driving False Rejection Rate 

For  all  three  types  of  Top  rank  matches (n1 = n2 = n3 = 1220), the FRR was significantly influenced by software 

(Top 1: |estimate| = 1.640 ± 0.234; Top  5:  |estimate|  =  1.909  ±  0.273;  Top 10:  |estimate|  =  1.891  ±  0.286)  

and  body region  (Top  1:  |estimate|  =  0.826  ±  0.192; Top 5: |estimate| = 0.868 ± 0.196; Top 10: |estimate| = 

0.914 ± 0.200) and their interaction (Top 1: |estimate|=0.961±0.324;Top5:|estimate|=0.596±0.360; Top 10: 

|estimate| = 0.914 ± 0.390). Hence, we hereafter provide the FRR of each combination of software and body region 

separately. 

 

Table 1. Software effectiveness: False Rejection Rate (FRR) when matching individual pictures of the French cave salamander Hydromantes 

strinatii, comparing software programmes and body regions. Contrast analyses were made between (1) the smallest FRR and others, and (2) 

between APHIS FRRs: ns = not significant (p > 0.05), * = significant (p < 0.05), *** = highly significant (p < 0.001). 

False Rejection Rate and its variability: the effects of software and body region 

Wild-ID produced the smaller FRR for Top 1, Top 5 and Top 10 matches i.e. 0.082, 0.050 and 0.042, respectively 

(Table 1). These FRR values were significantly smaller than those of APHIS, for both chest and cloaca. Wild- ID FRR 

values were not significantly different for the two body regions (Table 1). In contrast, APHIS FRRs were significantly 

smaller for the chest than the cloaca region for Top 1, Top 5 and Top 10 matches. The standard deviation of the FRR 

across the five replicates ranged from 0.004 to 0.057 (Fig. 2). The FRR variability regarding the order of processing of 
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the recapture pictures (i.e. across replicates) was greater with APHIS (SD range: 0.022–0.057) than with Wild-ID (SD 

range: 0.004–0.016). 

Influence of cropping of pictures on Wild-ID effectiveness 

Cropping did not significantly affect Wild-ID effectiveness: removing the background reduced the rank at which Wild- 

ID proposed the correct picture in only two recapture pictures out of 30: 7th instead of 8th rank and 18th instead of 

>20th rank. Hence, when coding these data as binary (false rejection or success), the two new data frames for 

cropped and original pictures were absolutely similar for the Top 1, Top 5 and Top 10 matches. 

Influence of error in Wild-ID on the estimation of population size 

With the selected software programme (Wild-ID) used on chest, FRR had a weak influence on the estimation of 

population size of Hydromantes strinatii (Table 3). Mean estimated population size for Control, Top 10 and Top 1 

matches (the latter being the highest FRR and therefore inducing the strongest bias during the estimation of 

demographic parameters) all included the known population size of 600 individuals within their 95% confidence 

interval. Mean population size estimated from simulated data without FRR was underestimated by 2.0% [-16.6;14.5] 

while mean estimated population sizes were overestimated by 2.7% [-12.9;18.7] using Top 10 FRR, and by 9.0% [-

7.7;25.8] using the Top 1 FRR.  

DiscussIon 

Software effectiveness in recapture identification 

Our results, obtained in field conditions, showed that Wild-ID was more effective and reliable than APHIS in 

matching pictures of a complex chromatophore pattern salamander (Table 1). Despite the field conditions and the 

use of a point and shoot camera, our Top 10 Wild- ID FRR values are among the lowest ever obtained and our more 

stringent Top 1 Wild-ID FRR values are close to the first quartile (i.e. among the lowest) of those found throughout 

the literature (Table 2). These low values are undoubtedly influenced by the small size of our database (N = 253 

captures + 61 recaptures = 314) but there is probably also some influence of technological progress in the quality of 

sensor and optic lenses since the other studies were conducted, which helps to cope with poorly-standardised 

conditions. Even in our study, software effectiveness could have been improved further with even higher quality 

pictures produced by (i) holding individuals manually or using a shutter with a hole without glass (i.e. allowing a 

direct view on a selected body region) in order to avoid bubbles and impurities, (ii) improving lighting, and therefore 

the depth of field, for instance using a powerful flash, and (iii) holding the camera still with a tripod. Also, cropping 

pictures is supposed to improve software effectiveness. By comparing here FRRs obtained with uncropped pictures 

(Wild-ID) vs pictures where we restricted the searching algorithm to the focus area by generating a set of landmarks 

(APHIS), we potentially skewed our results in favour of APHIS. However, the little improvement cropping pictures 

provided in Wild-ID picture ranking had no effect on the computing of FRR values. If it had, it only had strengthened 

the dominance of Wild-ID over APHIS. 
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Figure 2. Software reliability: variability 

for each combination of software, body 

region and Top rank matches of the False 

Rejection Rate (FRR) across five replicates 

(r1–r5) of the matching of individual 

recapture pictures of the French cave 

salamander Hydromantes strinatii. Grey 

columns show the estimated mean FRR 

and black bars their 95 % CI. 

Using APHIS with the ITM 

procedure on chest pictures of a 

salamander, Moya et al. (2015) 

detected 100 % of recaptures (i.e. 

FRR = 0, n = 305). In contrast, we 

obtained with APHIS poor FRR 

values (i.e. lower effectiveness), 

which were in addition highly 

variable (i.e. lower reliability) (Fig. 

2). This is probably due to our low 

level of standardisation (e.g. body 

distortion, variable lighting), for 

which the software cannot fully 

compensate despite pre-

processing of images, combined 

with human error since pre-

processing is executed by hand 

during each replicate by 

positioning two new reference 

points on the same pictures. 

Wild-ID was as effective with 

pictures of the chest as with those of cloaca. On the other hand, APHIS appeared to be less effective with cloaca 

pictures than with chest from such stable body regions with all software. Though I3S straighten software copes with 

body contortion, it requires a manual pre-processing approach (Den Hartog & Reijns, 2015), which is time 

consuming. pictures. When flattened against the glass, the soft cloaca can vary in shape, therefore modifying 

patterns. The higher sensitivity of APHIS to distortion is most probably once again due to the pre-processing 

conducted by hand. Pictures of the less mobile and more stable body regions such as the chest produced results at 

least as good as the cloaca pictures in our study, so we suggest using pictures from such stable body regions with all 

software.Though 135 straighten software copes with boydy contortion, it requires a manual pre-processing 

approach (Den Hartog & Reijns, 2015), witch is time consuming. 
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Table 2. Review of FRRs obtained with Wild-ID when monitoring amphibia in different studies. PAS = “point and shoot” camera; DSLR = “digital 

single lens reflex” camera; CC = Camcorder 
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Table 3. Population size estimated from a simulated French cave salamander population 

of 600 individuals. 1000 datasets with randomly varying detection probabilities over six 

closed capture events (mean detection probability of 0.1) were simulated. False 

Rejection Rates (FRRs) obtained from Table 1 (chest Wild-ID Top 10 and Top 1 matches) 

were applied to simulated datasets. Population sizes were estimated applying standard 

closed capture model with a time effect on detection probability. 

Figure 3. Impact of false rejections on estimation of abundance of a simulated 

population of 600 French cave salamanders. Capture-recapture data were 

collected over six closed capture events with mean detection probability of 0.1. 

Estimated population size from simulated data with no error are presented 

with open circles, from simulated data with False Rejection Rate (FRR) 

corresponding to the use of Top 10 Wild-ID on the chest are presented with 

crosses and with FRR corresponding to the use of Top1 Wild-ID on the chest are 

presented with black triangles. A regression spline smoother with 95% 

confidence intervals was added for each group of data to help with visual 

interpretation. The smoother was fitted using the mgcv package (Wood, 2006) 

and explains respectively 10%, 12% and 17% of the variation in the estimated 

population sizes for the Control, Top10 and Top1 datasets. 

 

 

 

 

 

Consequences for the estimation of population size 

 One assumption necessary for valid inference from capture-mark-recapture studies is that marks are correctly read 

(Lindberg, 2012). In case of non-invasive sampling, errors in the identification of individuals maylead to bias in 

estimation of demographic parameters (Creel et al., 2003). Here we showed that considering first Wild-ID proposals 

(Top 1 high-score matches) leads to an overestimation of population size of 9%. Underestimation of population size 

without FRR was due to the low detection probability found in this species (<0.1, see Methods section) and applied 

to the simulated dataset. Indeed, datasets created from simulations that implied lower number of recaptures 

induced higher uncertainty and underestimation of the population size (Fig. 3). As a consequence, we found wide 95 

% confidence intervals in the estimated population size (Table 3). 

A 9% overestimation of population size is however twenty times less than the overestimation of population size 

found by Morrison et al. (2016) using Wild-ID. This is consistent with the much higher FRR (0.47 for Top 20) found by 

Morrison et al. (2016) on Wyoming toad (Anaxyrus baxteri) than those found in this study. In order to limit bias in 

estimation of population size when individuals are misidentified, closed capture models incorporating 

misidentification as implemented in the programme MARK may be used but, as a consequence in such case, 

confidence intervals would become much wider (Lukacs & Burnham, 2005). When a long-term monitoring 

programme is launched, a further important point to consider is the possibility that chromatophore patterns vary 

over time in amphibia (Church et al., 2007; Drechsler et al., 2015; Balogova & Kyselova, 2016). 

Management implications 

The assessment of bias in individual recognition is an essential step when software is used to estimate the 

demographic parameters, especially in a threatened species. Indeed, these values can greatly influence the decisions 

regarding conservation strategies. To limit this bias without spending too much time reviewing all available pictures, 

especially with huge sample sizes (i.e. n > 1000), we recommend considering the Top 10 high-score matches 

proposed by Wild-ID, at least for H. strinatii and most certainly for several other urodela species that have a similar 
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pigment pattern. Our study suggests that in the conditions described here (low detection probability), 

overestimation of the population size is 3 %, and true population size falls within the 95% confidence interval. 

Although Wild-ID was initially developed for large terrestrial mammals, we show that the software is able to cope 

effectively with a small sized amphibian with a complex chromatophore pattern. We have also shown that it is 

effective in field conditions and without pre- processing treatment of pictures. Therefore, it can work well even with 

limited equipment and time. This also means stress to the animals and the cost of the study may be reduced using 

Wild-ID than other software – two aspects which are nowadays of primary concern for reasons of ethics and 

efficiency. The low FRR values obtained through the present study in H. strinatii provide encouraging prospects for 

using Wild-ID to identify and monitor species with complex pigment patterns. Even if the FRR may increase with the 

size of the dataset, this rate can be reduced by increasing the quality of the pictures (Gamble et al., 2008; Matthé et 

al., 2017). 
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